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Scopes:
Afghanistan’s ski federation as unique reference of ski in the country follows the following
scopes:






Creating of the bed for improving of ski sport in the country and bringing of the youths and
fans of ski and preventing of wasting of talents.
Strengthen, monitoring and adjustment of ski in the territory of the country.
Establishing and international management related to ski.
Respect and prevent the breach of rules, statute, terms, orders and decisions of country’s
national Olympic committee, ISF, ASF and AFG SF.
Arrangement of rules and regulations of ski and ensuring of its implementation.

rd

3 Article:
Flag, symbol, abbreviated:
1. The flag of AFG SF is the national flag of Afghanistan which is symbol of identification of
Afghanistan’s people.
2. The logo of AFG SF is a picture of a skier who is skiing.
3. The abbreviation of Afghanistan’s ski federation is AFG SF and the hillside of Hindu Kosh
which is the symbol of greatness and constancy of Afghanistan’s people.
th

4 Article:
National languages and anagram in text:
Dari, Pashto and English are the official language of AFG SF writing and texts must be written in
two languages and the general sessions must be spoken by this two.
th

5 Article:
Omitting of prejudice and prevention of nationalism:
Any kind of prejudice against any country, person, or group of the people for tribal, language,
gender or religion originality, political reasons or any other reason is seriously prohibited and suspension
or dismissal will be punishable.
th

6 Article:
Management and position behaviors:
The managements and the authorities must observe rules of the statute, orders and decisions of
ISF, ASF and AFG SF in their activities.

Part two: Membership
th

7 Article:
Grouping of Members:
Members of AFG SF are as following:




Groups of Afghanistan city ski.
Groups of provincial ski
Groups of Women ski, Youths Committee, Captains Committee and Ordinance
Committee that their membership will get by General Assemble.

th

8 Article:
Application letters:
1. The Application letter will submit as written to Secretary General.
2. The Application letter must be including to following document:
 Copy of Statute and Rules of application.
rd
 The specify contains of table Responsible with this right that can sign with 3 parties the
agreement.
 Accept the Respect to the agreement and Promise about successfully of Statute, Rules,
orders and also decision of AFG SF.
th

9 Article:
Decisions to give of membership:
The Details Version of leakage conditional:
1. The General Convention of AFG SF is the one organization that can give application
letter to members.
th

10 Article:
Members have the right to:
1. About subjects of General Assembly and participation in clear time and privileges from their
voting.
2. About activation of AFG SF have information and participate to compotation which are
celebrating under auspices of AFG SF.
3. All other rights, rules, orders, and decision of AFG SF are specified in this statute

th

11 Article:
Treaty of the members:










Should be committed to AFG SF.
To participate in the competition which are held by AFG SF.
Should talk to AFG SF about rules, regulations and rectifications of statute, and provide his
reputation from the individuals whose signature is valuable to enable him sign the required
agreements with the third parties.
To conform to the rules, orders and decisions of national committee of Olympic ISF, ASF and
AFG SF. and make sure to respect the commitments of members of the committees and
other individuals whom he has a contract with.
Must not have athletic dependency with the entities who have no official recognition and with
the people who have been suspended or fired.
Must observe the rules of honesty and good athletic behaviors.

th

12 Article:
Membership suspension:
1. Obvious and serious breach of the statute, rules, orders and decisions of AFG SF may result
in suspension of maximum 2 years.
2. In emergency cases the executive committee can do any kind of temporary boycott. The
mentioned boycott will be temporary until the next General Assembly which decides about
the boycott.
3. Prohibition of a member does not effect on the rights and commitments of the member unless
he has debts.
th

13 Article:
Losing membership:




In case of resignation
Dismissal
breakup

Losing membership does not relief the member against the financial commitments which he holds against
AFG SF. Dismissal terminate the rights of the member against AFG SF.
th

14 Article:
The resignation of a member is accepted if the registered resignation is submitted at least three
months before on the end of the fiscal year.
th

15 Article:
Dismissal:
1. The General Assembly of AFG SF can dismiss its members when the rules, statute, orders
and decisions of ISF, national committee of Olympic, ASF and AFG SF’s are violated
seriously and by purpose.
2. The executive committee of AFG SF will present the case to the General Assembly after
consulting with ISF and ASF.

th

16 Article:
Breakup:
A member’s breakup voluntarily or legally may result in losing of membership.
th

17 Article:
Management:
The following departments are organs of AFG SF:







High management assembly.
Executive committee, executive department.
Disciplinarian committee and committee of appeal for law departments.
Secretary General.
Office of Audits.
Permanent and temporary committees must assist and consult the executive committee
for it affairs’ application. Its chief is a member of the executive committee.

th

18 Article:
General Assembly:
1. General session is sessions and visits in which all the members of the AFG SF are invited.
The General session is the high position of AFG SF. The General session is the only decision
making authority.
2. The chiefs and volunteer members who are selected by the General session are invited to
the General session along with the secretary General of AFG SF.
3. The executive committee is authorized to decide about participation of the third parties. The
third parties are entitled to vote; only in case of permission of executive committee they will
be consulted. The third parties must not have more than one representative.
th

19 Article:
Position assignment and distribution, rights of voting:
1. Every member has one vote in the General session and one authorized and official
representative may participate in the general session. The members should provide a list of
their reps and submitted to the high management of AFG SF at least 15 days before the
visit.
2. The members who have not participated in the competition for 2 years are not entitled to
vote
3. The reps must belong to the members whom they represent.
4. During job the members of the executive committee must not be assigned as a reps of the
AFG SF’s members.
th

20 Article:
Under authority areas:

The special General session has authority on the following fields:













Receipt and adjustment of the statutes and governing laws on the application forms.
Confirmation on the details of the latest session.
Confirmation on the annual accounting and taking decision on devotion.
Voting about the budget.
Official confirmation on the performance of the executive committee after hearing from
the audits.
Conformation of reports of executive committee’s performance.
Nomination of the auditing entity for a year.
Election of AFG SF’s head, members of the executive committee and judging
departments every four year.
Identifying the roll and authorities of the executive committee.
Hiring, suspension and dismissal of a member.
Accounting the resignation of the members.
Dissolve of AFG SF.

st

21 Article:
Annual general session:
1. The general session is annually held by the executive committee.
2. The invitation card for the members must be issued in the language of AFG SF at least one
month before the session.
3. The committee will provide the agendas of the session. The agendas of performance reports,
financial reports and accountings will be sent at least one month before the session.
4. Every member has the right to add an opinion on the agenda and should send their
application to the secretary general of AFG SF at least 25 days prior.
th

22 Article:
Agenda for the annual session:
The agenda should be inclusive of the following:










Attendance and confirmation of limit of estate.
Confirmation of the previous congress.
The chief’s report.
Confirmation of the executive committee’s report.
Confirmation of last year’s accountings.
Confirmation of reports of auditing entity and performance of the executive committee.
Confirmation of budget.
Election for the vacancy.
Checking of the applications for adjustment of the statute and AFG SF’s laws.

rd

23 Article:
Extraordinary general session:
1. The executive committee can hold extraordinary session as required.

2. When the majority of the members submit their demands written. If the session is not held
then the members who have submitted their demands can hold the session themselves as
the last remedy the members con notify AFG SF or ISF about the issue.
3. The time and the place of the extraordinary session must be announced 30 days prior in the
official language.
4. The agenda and other documents must send to the members in 15 days advance.
5. When the extraordinary session is held by the executive committee, the department must
specify the agenda. The must be the points which are introduced by the members.
6. The agenda must change in any circumstances.
th

24 Article:
Quorum
1. The general session can take correct manners when the absolute majority of the members
(half +one) who are authorized of voting and are present.
2. If the limit is not fulfilled, the second general session should be held 24 hours later than the
first session, for the second session the of 20 is required unless a part of the agenda, statute
of AFG SF, election of chief of AFG SF, dismissal of one or more members of an organ of the
AFG SF or is broke up are needed to be adjusted.
th

25 Article:
Attending of General Assembly:
1. The general session must be held by the chief. If the chief is not present or has not been able
to attend due to excuses the deputy must take the responsibility. If the deputy is also absent
or cannot attend, the secretary general who have spent lots of time doing the job will take the
charge.
2. The authorities can speak the official language.
th

26 Article:
Decision:
1. Every member can use its right of voting, every rep has the right of one vote.
2. Except some of the source of the statute the decision making must be according to the
maximum of the votes (half + one).
3. The decision changes in the central office of AFG SF, adjustment of the statute and rules any
kind of changes in members of the AFG SF or breakup of the AFG SF are depended to the
3/2 of the total of votes.
4. The empty voting paper, incorrect voting papers or any rejection of voting must not be
counted on the total or the correct votes.
5. The elections must be according to the majority of votes (half + one) incase if the limits are
not enough for the first round the election should be according to maximum of the votes for
the second round. Incase if the vote equal on the second round the election must be held for
third time or course after the omitting of the nominee who had the least votes. This process
will continue until the election of the nominees is not done. In case of continuation the same
number of votes for the nominees the result of the election should be done by toss.
6. The decision should be taken by raising hands unless most of the official authorities decide
that the voting should be secretly.

7. Voting by sending of attorney or letter is not permitted.
8. In case of equal votes the chief must choose one to vote for.
9. The decisions which are taken by the general session should be implemented after 24 hours
unless the session is postponed or the decision is handed to the executive committee.
th

27 Article:
The executive committee, election and arrangement:
1. The executive committee must be inclusive of:
 Chief
 Deputy
 five General members
2. The nominees must be below 75 years and they must not have criminal background.
3. Taking of the executive committee must be according to list. Every list should hold the
position that the nominees compete for.
4. Every list must be supported by at least four members of AFG SF.
5. The list should be sent to the secretary general of AFG SF at least 30 days prior. The
mentioned lists will be attached with the agenda where the election is going to be held.
6. A member of the executive committee cannot be the member of the judgmental committee at
the same time.
7. If one of the members of the executive committee resigns before the end the process the rest
of the members will do his jobs until the next congress where the election for the empty
vacancy happens.
8. A member of the committee cannot have more than on rep in the executive committee.
th

28 Article:
Length of the work period:
The work period of the chief and other members of the committee is four years and can be
renewed.
th

29 Article:
Session of the executive committee:
1. The committee can at any time hold sessions. The chief will be in charge.
2. The members can submit the points which are in the agenda to the secretary general two
weeks prior to the session. The agenda of the executive committee will be given to the
members 7 days prior to the session.
3. The session of the executive committee is not held generally. The executive committee can
invite the third parties to the session. The third parties are entitled to vote and they can only
share their views by the orders of executive committee.
th

30 Article:
Under authority fields:
The executive committees have authority on the following fields:


Management of AFG SF’s affairs.





In relation with the third parties and having commitment with them.
Assignment of the secretary and other administrative personnel of AFG SF and to
monitor their tasks.
Assign coaches and professionals for the team.

st

31 Article:
Emergency committee:
1. The emergency committee must observe all issues which require to be solved. The
committee must be inclusive of chief, deputy and a member which are selected by the
executive committee among its members.
2. President should make the emergency committee if meeting cannot be make in good time
than decisions should sent by telephone to others.
3. The decisions of emergency should do as soon as possible and send to other members of
executive committee and announce and approve in the meeting of executive.
nd

32

Article:

President Duties of AFG SF are below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In every situation should be repetitive of AFG SF.
Attend the general assembly and meeting of executive committee.
Should have leading of general assembly and executive committee.
Should have conform that has took by the general assembly and executive committee and it
will be accomplished completely.
5. If president is not present and cannot join the meeting the process will accomplished as
article 1/25.
rd

33 Article:
Representative and their signatures:
rd

The executive committee should be representative of 3 parties from AFG SF this work needs to
be done by the join signature of president and one member of executive committee or at lees by 3 join
members join signatures.

th

34 Article:
Financial Inspection deportment and in depended inspections:
The financial inspections should have outdoor brunch, famous, nice name excellent and in
depended
th

35 Article:
All work of administration need to done by leading of secretor general of AFG SK and secretor
general should spend his all time in AFG SF and should not have any other job in the other sports
office.

He has responsibility to:
1. Decision of which is confirmed by general assembly and executive should accomplished by
the order of president.
2. Management and keeping in a right way.
3. Organizing of the general assembly’s meetings points and other always committee if
available.
4. Working on AFG SK cases.
5. Relation with other comities, ISF and ASF.
6. Requesting of administrative stuff for president.
7. Joining in the general assembly and executive committee meeting of others comity as a
mentor in case cannot join should select repayment.
th

36 Article:
Judicial deportments:
The AFG SK office of judicial are below:




Disciplinary committee.
Appeal committee.
The disciplinary committee has authority that any kind of removing on the AFG SF
statutes or rules and decisions trams if it’s not belong another office.

th

37 Article:
Deprivation:
Steps of disciplinary should follow below trams:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

For original and legal persons.
Notice.
Punishment.
Penalty.
Taking back of awards.
For original persons.
Caution.
Dismissing.
Exclude ding from one mach.
Prohibition of entering to the ski area.
Prohibition of participating in any kind of activity related to ski.
For legal individuals:
 Termination of the competition’s results.
 Dismissal and punishment.
 Decreasing of scores.
 Drop to the lower tier.

th

38 Article:
Legal discrepancies:
1. AFG SF’s ski teams and their members cannot solve their discrepancies in the common
courts unless it is mentioned in the laws of ASF or ISF they should send any kinds of their
discrepancies to the managements of AFG SF, ASF or ISF.
2. The AFG SF has the right to make decisions against internal conflicts for example conflicts
between the parties which are related to AFG SF. The world federation has the right to make
decisions against internal conflicts for example the parties which are related to the different
confederations.
3. Any application against a final and compulsory decision of the world ski federation must be
sent to the athletic courts of CAS in lawzan city. The athletic court does not have the
authority on the conflicts:
 Breach of rules of the game.
 Suspension for a competition.
4. AFG SF should ensure that, its members, competition and attorneys of its players completely
agree with final and compulsory decisions of world ski federation and CAS.
Fourth section, financial affairs
th

39 Article:
Incomes are achieved from the following sources:
1. Selling tickets.
2. Supplying and right of the session.
3. Fines and punishments which are constrained by the authorized on the members, teams and
players.
4. World ski federation and AFG SF or financial assistance programs of ISF which AFG SF
complies with the teams of them.
th

40 Article:
Expenses:
1. The expenses which is clarified in the budget.
2. All other expenses which are approved in the general session and the expenses which the
executive committee is required to spend.
3. All other necessary expenses which approved for gaining the aims of AFG SF.

st

41 Article:
Accounting tenet:
All accountings, documents and contract papers should kept complying with proper standards of
accounting.
Fifth section, competitions

nd

42

Article:
1. AFG SF has the authority to manage and prepare matches in its territory.
2. The executive committee of AFG SF can give ability to its provincial federations to hold
competition.
3. The provincial matches should not be at the same time with the AFG SF’s matches in this
case the AFG SF’s matches have priority.

rd

43 Article:
International matches:
Afghanistan’s ski federation should ensure that no international matches are held in the country
without permission of AFG SF and world ski federation. Afghanistan’s ski federation respects the calendar
of international matches of AFG SF and the world ski federation.
th

44 Article:
Approval:
Afghanistan’s ski federation should ensure that neither it nor its members participate in any other
federation as a member without prior permission of the ASF or world ski federation.
th

45 Article:
Collective ownership:
The executive committee must approve specific rules to prevent any business company
(including central or sub companies) having ownership on more than one AFG SF team.

